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SSP In the News
Photo by Naval Air Systems Command
By Shane Quinlan |
U.S. plans to bring cyber capabilities into the cockpit with systems like the Next Generation Jammer (NGJ)
represent expanded options for military planners, but the question many are still left with is: what can these
new cyber capabilities do? And perhaps more important, what can they not do? While many of these airborne
cyber capabilities are classified, there are clear indicators that the U.S. military wants to use cyber for the
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD), protecting aircraft threatened by increasingly hightech antiair
defenses.
The Israeli Air Force (IAF) may have already shown how this could work. In 2007, a small flight of IAF fighter
aircraft entered Syrian airspace undetected, dropped 17tons of munitions on a military facility that reportedly
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housed fissile nuclear materials, and escaped unscathed.[1] The IAF strike, titled Operation Orchard, quickly
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led to rumors that the IAF was able to execute this strike despite the existence of Syria’s formidable air
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defense network – the same defenses that worried US policymakers in 2011 – by using a U.S.developed

graduate students have a unique opportunity to

cyber capability.[2] Aviation Week’s David Fulghum suggested the IAF made use of “a technology like the

break out of the traditional classroom setting and

U.S.developed ‘Suter’ airborne network attack system.” Suter, though highly classified and officially
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unacknowledged, is thought to be a combination of airborne electronic warfare and computer network
hacking that accesses the communications between the networked sensors and weapon systems that

Read More

compose an Integrated Air Defense System (IADS).[3] Suter penetrates the information flows between
networked systems and allows its user to both see the communications of enemy systems and insert false
information.[4]
The US Navy’s NGJ system and EA18G Growler airborne platform – long overdue replacements for
America’s aging arsenal of EA6B tactical electronic warfare aircraft and the AN/ALQ99 jammer – are
expressly intended to combine traditional SEAD capabilities with the sort of “electronic warfaredelivered
computer network attack” witnessed in Operation Orchard.[5] The NGJ, in concert with its jamming and
electronic intelligence capabilities, would act as a delivery mechanism for electronic information designed to
suppress enemy air defenses. This Suteresque cyber attack capability would complement the enhanced EW
capabilities and kinetic weapon systems of the EA18G and NGJ, ideally giving U.S military planners a choice
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capabilities and kinetic weapon systems of the EA18G and NGJ, ideally giving U.S military planners a choice
between and among three SEAD options: jamming, bombing, and hacking.
The reality of that decision is radically more complicated, and the addition of a third cyber capability to SEAD
requires a careful examination of its uses and effects, particularly its costs and limitations. Cyber attacks are
innately unique and discrete; they are only capable of being used against particular systems, programs, or
networks and exist as compilations of computed logicbased code and programs designed to access specific
computer networks and the information within them.[6] There is no universallyapplicable cyber weapon; each
is tailored to the composition of the particular program, system, platform, or network it is targeted against.
While systems like the NGJ act as universal delivery platforms, each attack must be carefully constructed in
advance.
Due to the unique composition of opponents’ IADS, cyber attacks on these information communications are
not best thought of as individual weapons but rather as complex military and intelligence operations designed
to deceive opponents’ networks into accepting false information. This deception allows a window of
opportunity wherein electronic or physical actions can be hidden (i.e. a flight of aircraft slipping unnoticed past
an IADS). These Computer Network Attack (CNA) operations require significant investments in time, money,
and technology before their actual use (including training, equipping, and maintaining CNA developers as
well as the operational costs of network reconnaissance, exploit discovery, and delivery mechanism
determination).[7] Despite the costs of CNA development, these operations are easily thwarted if an
opponent updates or denies access to their software, hardware, tactics, or procedures – which countries
regularly do – requiring a continual effort to stay abreast of an opponent’s advances in targeted systems.
Advances in computational capacity and an expanded cyber workforce could reduce the costs of CNA
development, but in the near future, CNA will be an expensive military tool that should not be used sparingly.
The notion that CNA could be another weapon to suppress an enemy IADS alongside jammers and bombs
bears little relation to the relative costs and limitations of CNA. Instead of weapons, a better analogy for
CNA’s use in SEAD may be traditional battlefield deception operations designed “to mislead or confuse the
enemy decisionmaker by distorting, concealing, or falsifying indicators of friendly intentions, capabilities, or
dispositions.”[8] Thinking about CNA as a deception operation better communicates the requirements, costs,
and precarious nature of its employment. Like deception operations, any CNA can ultimately fail if an
opponent discovers and accounts for its employment; discovery is nearly unavoidable after a CNA has been
used, often making CNA a oneoff option. By changing communication protocols, compartmentalizing
components of a network, buying new equipment, actively denying access, or developing simple software
patches, an opponent can negate the particular effectiveness of unique CNA components.
Turning again to the utility of CNA in airborne SEAD, it is important to note that SEAD actually consists of two
different missions – preplanned SEAD and Reactive SEAD (RSEAD).[9] RSEAD is a response to individual
unplanned threats or opportunities, not a coordinated assault on an integrated series of targets. In recent
conflicts that posed serious threats to U.S. airpower – principally Operation Allied Force in 1999 and
Operation Unified Protector in 2008 – the United States faced capable opponents able adapt their IADS to
effectively counter U.S. technologycentric preplanned SEAD.[10] They blended civilian communication
infrastructure and proprietary military technologies to build hybrid communication networks, developed
“shootandscoot” highmobility tactics, made extensive use of decoys and camouflage, and reduced their
use of radar and information communication technologies to increase survivability.[11] In these contexts,
where RSEAD dominates threat response, CNA is an inappropriate tool because of its costs, limitations, and
oneoff usability.
As the United States moves to operationalize the cyber evolution of SEAD with the NGJ, military planners
must remain continually aware of the limitations of cyber capabilities within each context and carefully weigh
the costs and benefits of CNA in SEAD. Developing the ability to use CNA in SEAD requires advanced
planning and serious consideration of resources allocation. Cyber SEAD capabilities will not replace jammers
or kinetic attacks in all contexts, but they can offer uniquely effective options in particular circumstances. Just
because new technologies like the NGJ give military planners the ability to conduct cyber operations does not
mean their use is always warranted, costeffective, or useful.
Shane Quinlan is an MA candidate in the Security Studies Program at Georgetown University. He is also the
GSSR Associate Editor for National Security, SSP Programming Fellow, and the Director of the nascent
Georgetown Cyber Policy Working Group.
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